
The Dolls Don’t Understand!

Show the two dolls, and explain that they have playing the same games at their school with the dots, but they 
are still not sure if they know when to use a big dot and when to use a small dot instead of pictures or words. 
Have the dolls ‘watch’ until the end of the session.

Say: The dolls have brought several Picture Cards with them. Can you help them to decide whether they can use 
dots instead of these pictures, and if they can, should they use small dots or big dots and should the dots be next 
to each other on one level or should one dot be on top and the other underneath?

Have the dolls ‘put out’ the Pen, Pencil and Rose Cards, and the Flower Symbol Card. Ask your child: Can you 
examine the cards and see if any of them can be connected to form groups, and if so, how many groups there 
are?  (Two groups – pen and pencil in one, rose and Flower Symbol Card in the other.)

Ask your child to look at the group of the Flower Symbol Card and the Rose first. Put out one blank card and ask: 
What would a dot to represent the rose look like? Big or small? (Small) Where should it go on this card – near the 
top or near the bottom? (Near the bottom) Now, can you draw a dot to represent the Flower Symbol Card and 
connect it to the dot representing roses? Which is more, flowers or roses? Agree: roses are flowers, but there are 
also many other types of flower; flowers mean all flowers, not just roses. 

Each child doing the session should draw their own dot models onto blank cards. Continue with the discussion 
until your child draws the correct model – a bigger dot at the top, connected by a straight line to a smaller dot 
under it. 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Picture Cards – Vegetable 
Symbol, Pen and Pencil

 Rose Card and Flower 
Symbol Card from L51, 
Cabbage Card from L50 
and Bus and Car Card from 
L48

 2 blank cards for drawing 
the dot models onto (per 
child)

 A pencil and eraser (per 
child)

 Two favourite dolls (or 
teddies/soft toys)

10–15 minutes

BIG DOT OR SMALL DOT?

To master the action of substitution – develop the ability to represent a 
category visually (using Classification Trees)
To consolidate understanding of the ‘content’ of a concept
To consolidate understanding of Classification Trees as a tool to visualise and represent hierarchical 
classificatory relationships
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Your child can choose the correct Classification Tree when a superset and one of its subsets is presented, visually or orally.
Your child can choose the correct Classification Tree when two distinct subsets are presented, visually or orally.
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Repeat the first part of the process to compare the pen and pencil. Then ask: Which is more, pens or pencils? We write with pens and with pencils –
they are both writing implements, members of the ‘writing implements’ family. They are both on the same level. So we cannot say which is more and 
which is fewer. 

Continue with the discussion until they can construct the correct model on the other blank card – two small 
unconnected dots in a horizontal row, on the same level. 

Ask them to explain both models to the dolls, and then to place the Picture and Symbol Cards against the corresponding dots on the models to help 
the dolls ‘see’ the meaning of each.

Cabbages and Vegetables, Buses and Cars:

Take all the cards away except for the dot cards (‘two small dots’ card and the ‘large dot with connected small dot’ card that your child just created). 
Put out the pictures of the cabbage, car and bus, plus the Vegetable Symbol Card, at random in front of you and your child.

Ask your child to match the cards to the right models (the dot cards). If they don’t spontaneously know what to do, ask them to divide the cards into 
two groups so that the ones that belong together are with each other (cars/buses; vegetable symbol card/cabbage). Now ask them to check one 
group of cards against the two dot models, to decide which model it fits, and to place the right card next to each dot. Then ask them to look at the 
second group and check it against the two models, to decide which one it fits, and to place the right card next to each dot.

What Could This Model Be?

Take all the cards away except for the two dot cards. Hold up one of them and ask your child: What else could this model be? What could each dot 
here represent?  Listen to all their suggestions, and discuss any answers that don't fit the model. 

Repeat the procedure using the other dot card.

Mushrooms and Berries:

Say: ‘mushrooms’ and ‘berries’. Ask your child to hold up the correct dot card to represent them. Explain that they can check their 
answer by asking and answering, ‘Which is more, mushrooms or berries? (You can’t compare them; they are on the same level.) 

Give a second example: hat and sunhat. Ask them to hold up the correct dot card, as before. Check: So which is more, hats or sunhats? 
(Hats, because sunhats are only one kind of hat, and there are many other kinds.)

Repeat for the following pairs of words, one pair at a time: Boys and girls; apples and pairs; teachers and men; crows and birds; seas and 
rivers; mammals and wolves; trees and bushes; adults and children.

Finally, have your two dolls ‘thank’ your child for such a fun way to play, and for helping them to understand better!

BIG DOT OR SMALL DOT? – continued
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Cut out each card separately.
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